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We experimentally investigate the effect of a magnetic field on photon detection in

superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs). At low fields, the effect of a magnetic field is

through the direct modification of the quasiparticle density of states of the superconductor, and

magnetic field and bias current are interchangeable, as is expected for homogeneous dirty-limit

superconductors. At the field where a first vortex enters the detector, the effect of the magnetic field

is reduced, up until the point where the critical current of the detector starts to be determined by

flux flow. From this field on, increasing the magnetic field does not alter the detection of photons

anymore, whereas it does still change the rate of dark counts. This result points at an intrinsic dif-

ference in dark and photon counts, and also shows that no enhancement of the intrinsic detection

efficiency of a straight SSPD wire is achievable in a magnetic field. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4914182]

Nanowire superconducting single-photon detectors

(SSPDs)1 are a crucial technology for single-photon detec-

tion in the infrared, since they can achieve detection efficien-

cies of up to 93%,2 as well as low dark count rate, low jitter,

and short reset time.3 These detectors consist of a narrow

and thin wire of superconducting material, carrying a bias

current.

While the broad outlines of the photodetection mecha-

nism are known, there is as of yet no complete theory

describing the response of such detectors. The present under-

standing of photodetection in SSPDs is as follows:4–12 when

a photon is absorbed, a cloud of quasiparticles is created,

which locally reduces the current-carrying capacity of the

wire. Current is expelled from the absorption spot. If this

diverted current is sufficiently strong, which depends on both

the initial bias current and the energy of the photon, the

Lorentz force may cause the unbinding of a vortex from the

edge of the wire, leading to a measurable voltage pulse.

Therefore, experiments on SSPDs in a magnetic field are a

natural way of investigating the detection mechanism; one

might even wonder whether the efficiency of the detector

could be enhanced by applying a magnetic field.

In the present work, we study how an applied magnetic

field directly affects the microscopic detection mechanism in

a short section of wire. By using a single narrow active area

in a bridge-like configuration, we avoid the question of cur-

rent flow around curved sections of the device, which com-

plicated the interpretation of previous experiments.13–15 We

find that it is the direct modification of the quasiparticle den-

sity of states in the superconductor that governs the magnetic

field behaviour of SSPDs. In dirty-limit superconductors

(such as thin-film NbN), this density of states is modified by a

bias current or a magnetic field.16 The effect of a magnetic

field is therefore a homogeneous weakening of Cooper pair-

ing, resulting in a higher detection efficiency at constant bias

current. We identify three regimes. In the low-field regime

(up to �50 mT), the current flow is sufficiently homogeneous.

Bias current and magnetic field are completely interchange-

able, as described by the Usadel equations.17 The relevant pa-

rameters of this theory do not depend on the illumination

wavelength or on temperature in our measurement range, as is

expected. In the intermediate regime (50 mT–200 mT), we

still observe photon counts, but a higher current is required to

achieve photodetection than predicted by the homogeneous

theory. In the high-field regime (200 mT), first photon and

then dark counts are gradually extinguished when the field is

increased. We attribute this to the presence of vortices in the

wire.

We find that the enhancement of photon and dark counts

on a single active spot obeys different field scales, pointing

to a fundamental difference in the nature of the two. The

field scale for the reduction of the critical current is smaller

than the scale for the increase of the count rate. This leads us

to conclude that no intrinsic enhancement of the detection ef-

ficiency of an SSPD under the influence of a magnetic field

is possible.

Our experiments18 were performed on two different

detectors: A 200 nm long bridge with a width of 150 nm

(sample A), and a bowtie-shaped nanodetector19 with a

width of 220 nm (sample B) and a thickness of 5 nm NbN on

a GaAs substrate.20 The samples were mounted in a Physical

Properties Measurement System (PPMS) in a custom insert

0003-6951/2015/106(9)/092602/5/$30.00 VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC106, 092602-1
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that allows optical coupling and high-frequency electronic

readout.21 The orientation of the applied magnetic field was

perpendicular to the film. In order to avoid hysteresis, all

measurements were performed while increasing the magnetic

field.

We illuminate our detectors with a continuous-wave

laser with a wavelength of 826 nm and an optical power of

12 mW. The illumination spot is approximately 2 mm in di-

ameter. We have no control over the polarization, but it was

kept constant during the experiment. We recorded the count

rate during a 1 s interval at each current.

In Fig. 1, we plot a typical experimental result. The

magnetic field was increased from 0 mT to 300 mT in steps

of 30 mT. We observe an exponential increase of the count

rate with bias current, followed by a saturation at higher cur-

rents, and a final exponential increase associated with dark

counts, as is usually observed for this kind of detectors.22

The presence of a magnetic field shifts the curve towards

lower currents.23 We note that as the field is increased, a

larger part of the count rate curve is dominated by dark

counts. We conclude that photon counts and dark counts

obey different field scales, even in our geometry where there

is a single active area.

We have compared our results to the theory of

Bulaevskii et al.,10,11 which considers the effect of a mag-

netic field on the entry barrier of vortices. This theory pre-

dicts an exponential increase of count rate as a function of

applied field, at constant bias current. As in the previous

experiments,13,15 we find that the rate of exponential increase

predicted by this theory is an order of magnitude away from

the experimental value.

In Fig. 2, we plot those combinations of bias current and

magnetic field which are required to achieve a constant count

rate, from 1/s to 105/s. Since there is currently no theory

which allows ab-initio calculation of the count rate, we

therefore follow the usual experimental strategy5,6,24,25 of

tracing the dependence of a point of constant count rate on

one particular parameter. Our choice of working point is

motivated by the fact that in the steeply rising flank of the

count rate the internal efficiency of the detector varies as it

reaches the threshold current for that particular photon

energy,5 whereas it is saturated at higher currents.26

For low magnetic fields B � 50 mT, the resulting con-

tours of constant count rate lie on a series of concentric ellip-

ses, which we have plotted in Fig. 2. For sample B, we

similarly find concentric ellipses (not shown). In the mea-

surement regime reported here, the dark count rate is negligi-

ble (�1/s).

In Fig. 3, we turn to the temperature dependence of the

magnetic-field response. We find that changing the temper-

ature induces an overall shift in the contours of constant

count rate, but that the shape of the ellipse is independent

of temperature. We have also verified that this shape is in-

dependent of illumination wavelength by repeating the

experiment with light of 405 nm and 1300 nm (not shown).

The shift in count rate as a function of temperature at zero

field is consistent with our previous results,6 where we

showed that the temperature dependence of the SSPD

FIG. 1. Count rate of sample A, illuminated with 826 nm light at T¼ 1.8 K,

for different magnetic fields ranging from 0 mT to 300 mT, in steps of

30 mT. This measurement was not corrected for dark counts. The dashed

lines are a guide to the eye indicating the part of the curve, where dark

counts are dominant. Inset: false-colour SEM image of a detector (NbN col-

oured red) nominally identical to sample A. The scale bar is 1 lm.

FIG. 2. Bias current at constant count rate as a function of magnetic field for

sample A. The different colours and symbols correspond to different count

rates, over five orders of magnitude. We find that for low magnetic fields (up

to �50 mT) the required current to achieve a certain number of counts

depends quadratically on applied magnetic field. The grey lines are equidis-

tant ellipses calculated using the Usadel formalism.

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the count rate at different temperatures

for sample A. We plot the count rate required to obtain 1000 counts/s at dif-

ferent temperatures. The grey lines show the same equidistant ellipses as in

Fig. 2. We find that changing the temperature induces only a shift in the cur-

rent required to achieve a particular count rate but does not influence the

magnetic field dependence. The dashed line indicates the limit of the applic-

ability of our homogeneous theory.

092602-2 Renema et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 092602 (2015)
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response is determined by the energy barrier for vortex

entry.

We analyze these observations in terms of the microscopic

theory for dirty-limit superconductivity, motivated by our anal-

ysis of the modification of the electronic state due to intrinsic

pair breaking in similar films.27 For our film, k? � w, d, with

k? is the effective penetration length, and w and d are the width

and thickness of the wire, respectively. Therefore, we assume a

homogeneous current flow through our wire. In this case, the

superconducting state is described by the homogeneous Usadel

equation17

iE sin hþ D cos h� C sin h cos h ¼ 0; (1)

where E is the quasiparticle energy, h is the pairing angle, D
is the superconducting pairing potential, and C is the pair

breaking energy, representing a finite momentum of the

Cooper pairs. A bias current Ib and a perpendicular magnetic

field have a similar effect in weakening the superconducting

state, as was shown experimentally by Anthore et al. for

one-dimensional aluminium wires.16 In this case, the depair-

ing energy can be approximated by

C
D
¼ D

U Cð Þ
Ib

IC

� �2

þ B

BC

� �2

; (2)

U Cð Þ
D
� p

2
� 1:8

C
D
� C

D

� �2

; (3)

where IC ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

D=eRðnÞ and BC ¼
ffiffiffi
6
p
ð�h=ewnÞ are character-

istic current and field scales for depairing, respectively, with

R(n) is the resistance of a section of the wire one coherence

length n long.

We note that the structure of these equations is compati-

ble with our experimental observations at low fields: they

define a series of concentric ellipses in the I–B plane, con-

necting points with equal value of C/D. For a more quantita-

tive analysis of IC and BC, we have determined the

coherence length n¼ 3.9 nm from the slope of the upper crit-

ical field at the critical temperature. To evaluate R(n)¼ 7.2

X, we have assumed a homogeneous sheet resistance of our

NbN film. We have determined the value of D¼ 1.9 meV at

T¼ 1.5 K using scanning tunnelling spectroscopy on a piece

of the same film that was used to fabricate the detectors. In

the STM tunneling spectra, we observe slightly rounded-off

coherence peaks, consistent with the presence of an intrinsic

pair breaker C� 100 leV, as was found previously on

NbTiN and TiN films with similar resistivity.27,28 The pres-

ence of this pair breaker, which is larger than the pair break-

ing induced by applied current or field does not change the

analysis that we present here, since it is a constant back-

ground to which the other pair breakers are added. Using

these values, we estimate IC¼ 180 6 20 lA and BC¼ 2.7 T

for sample A, and IC¼ 330 6 20 lA and BC¼ 1.8 T for sam-

ple B. These values were used in generating the curves in

Figures 2 and 3; the only remaining freedom is the depend-

ence between the count rate C and the normalized pair break-

ing energy C(C/D), which as discussed above is unknown.

From the excellent agreement between theory and

experiment at magnetic field values B � 50 mT, we conclude

that in this regime the count rate of the detector is deter-

mined only by a homogeneous weakening of the supercon-

ducting state, which can be described by the depairing

energy C. This implies that the only way in which the mag-

netic field affects the detection mechanism is through the

electronic state of the superconducting film before a photon

is absorbed. This picture is re-enforced by the fact that the

effects of magnetic field and temperature are independent:

the field response is set by the film, whereas the temperature

response is set by the barrier for a vortex entering the wire

when a detection event occurs.

In Fig. 4, we plot the field dependence of a representa-

tive count rate (1000/s) and the field dependence of the criti-

cal current for a wider range of magnetic fields. We

phenomenologically distinguish three regimes, independent

of the chosen count rate. In the first regime, up to B �
50 mT, our data follow the prediction from the homogeneous

theory. In the second regime (50 mT<B< 200 mT), more

current is required to produce detection events with a given

probability than predicted by the homogeneous theory. In the

third regime (B> 200 mT), the count rate is almost inde-

pendent of the applied field. However, the critical current

continues to decrease and eventually, there is a count-rate

dependent point, where the observed count rate is entirely

comprised of dark counts, indicated in Fig. 4 with an aster-

isk. For regimes I and II, the current required to observe sub-

stantial dark counts is too high to affect the analysis

presented here. We observe throughout our measurement

range that the dark counts shift with the critical current (see

inset of Fig. 3). At a magnetic field of approximately 1 T, no

detection events are observed anymore in a 1 s interval.

To understand the physical meaning of the three

regimes, we turn to the critical current measurements shown

in the top panel of Figure 4. We observe linear decay of the

FIG. 4. Critical current (top) and curve of constant count rate (bottom) as a

function of magnetic field for sample A. The black squares indicate count

rate under illumination (photon counts þ dark counts), the red circles indi-

cate dark counts, and the blue diamonds indicate critical current. The aster-

isk marks the point where all observed counts are dark counts. The solid line

in the top panel is a guide to the eye. The red curve is a plot of Eq. (2) for

this count rate. We identify three regimes, demarcated by the two vertical

lines. Inset: The low-field regime at high current. We plot the critical current

and the current at which we observe a dark count rate of 1000/s. Note the

difference in y-axis between the main figure and the inset.

092602-3 Renema et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 092602 (2015)
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form Ic(B)¼ Ic(0)(1�B/B0), with B0¼ 375 mT, up to the

point Ic(B)¼ 0.5Ic(0). At higher fields, we obtain a power-

law behavior Ic / Ba, with a��0.4. In this regime, we

observe that there is no sharp transition to the normal state.

We interpret these results in the context of the extensive lit-

erature on the field dependence of the critical current of

superconducting strips, where the transition from linear to

power-law behaviour is interpreted as the transition from a

regime of critical current set by induced depairing to a re-

gime, where the critical current is set by flux flow.29–32 The

transition from induced depairing to flux flow corresponds to

the transition of regime II to regime III in Fig. 4.

One additional feature is indicated by an arrow in the

critical current measurements around 80 mT, where the criti-

cal current is enhanced relative to the linear dependence. We

interpret this feature as a single vortex which is pinned in

our material.13 All our measurements were done in a geome-

try that is intrinsically photodetecting, and a photodetection

event entails a transition of the wire the normal state and

Joule heating. Therefore, in-field cooling occurs each time

there is a detection event. At 90 mT, we meet the criterion33

for entry of the first vortex B�U0/w2. We conclude that

while there is still an edge barrier at B¼ 80 mT, so that vorti-

ces cannot enter, apparently the pinning is strong enough

that a vortex which is already there is not expelled. We note

that Il’in et al.34 have seen comparable enhancements of the

critical current that were due to vortices, albeit in the flux-

flow regime.

From this, we infer the following explanation of our

results: In regime I, the current flow is sufficiently homoge-

neous so that the response can be explained by a homogene-

ous degradation of the superconducting state, described by

the homogeneous Usadel equation. At the beginning of re-

gime II, a vortex enters in the detector and is pinned in the

material. This destroys the homogeneity. From the fact that

the current which is required to obtain a detection event is

higher than expected from theory, we infer that the presence

of a vortex is detrimental to the detection process.

A full theory of regimes II and III is beyond the scope of

the present work. It would have to take into account the

direct effect of the magnetic field on the vortex barrier, the

current distribution in our sample in the presence of vortices,

and the associated local changes in D. Any full microscopic

theory of photodetection in SSPDs, even at zero magnetic

field, would also need to take into account the intrinsic inho-

mogeneity that has been observed in similar films,35,36 and

the observed intrinsic pair breaker, as it has been shown

recently that these can give rise to an unexpected response to

electromagnetic radiation.37

We have demonstrated that for low fields, the response

of an SSPD to an applied magnetic field is set entirely by the

effect that the field has on the electronic state of the material.

In this regime, there is an interchange between bias current

and applied magnetic field, in agreement with the homogene-

ous theory for dirty-limit superconductivity. Since the mate-

rial parameters that enter this theory (k?, q) are similar for

all SSPDs found in literature, our results are not limited to

NbN detectors. WSi, for example, has q¼ 200 lX cm and

k¼ 1400 nm,2,38 For the intermediate and high-field regimes,

geometry and flux pinning properties become more relevant.

Therefore, more diverse behaviour might be expected.

Our experiment disproves that the difference between

photon and dark counts in a magnetic field is due to them

originating from different points in the wire, as has been put

forward by others.13,39,40 We conclude that there is a differ-

ence in the nature of photon and dark counts in SSPDs: pho-

ton counts scale with a field scale BC inherent to the

material, whereas dark counts scale with the change in criti-

cal current under the influence of magnetic field, which

depends on geometry. This difference between photon and

dark counts is as of yet unexplained and carries implications

for the design of SSPDs: it means that the only way in which

an SSPD can be made more efficient by an applied magnetic

field is by choosing a geometry where the critical current is

not adversely affected by the applied field such as a spiral.41

For a straight wire, we conclude that no enhancement of the

detection efficiency can be achieved by applying a magnetic

field.
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